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Deep Universe : 

- big collaborations, multiple facilities
and shared knowledge.

- ELTs will have a key role because of 
their angular resolution and their
capability in collecting the light of faint
sources. 

- Test-bench for the Global-Multi 
Conjugate Adaptive Optics (GMCAO) 
approach.



THE AIM OF THE STUDY: GMCAO WORKS!!

Mock K-band image of one portion of the 
Chandra-GMCAO deep field having 
60 high-redshift galaxies. 
The FoV is 50x50 arcsec2. 
The green dash is 5 arcsec wide.

5 ��
OUR SAMPLE:
- 60 (30 early- and 30 late-) galaxies 
- Sérsic models 
- random inclinations and PA 
- z = 0.25, 0.75, 1.25, 1.75, 2.25, 2.75
- log(M/M¤) = 9, 9.3, 9.7, 10, 10.3,
- Re, M, H relations

Portaluri et al., 2017, MNRAS, 466, 3569). 
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SExtractor completeness (2σ threshold level): 99.7% (ETGs) - 89.4% (LTGs) 
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GALAXY          MODEL  RESIDUALS

Sérsic index

ETGs LTGs

GALFIT: Morphology and Photometry NO PSF a priori knowledge
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Comparison between inputs and 
recovered parameters
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à Results show a higher 
correlation of the 
retrieved parameter 
accuracy with 
theSR*/SRmodel than 
with the absolute SRmodel

Data analysis



Feasibility of other surveys
Object visibility (selected datasets)

Histogram of the NGS K -
band magnitudes for the 22 
GMCAO surveys. 
The red distribution 
represents the values we 
found using TRILEGAL 
while the black one refers to 
USNO-B1 catalog. 



We run GIUSTO, an IDL tomographic simulation tool  to obtain the SR over a given FoV.

Main inputs used for GIUSTO: 
Parameter; Corresponding value; Unit of measure.

THE METHOD
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K -band SR map and contours 
obtained with GIUSTO (left); 

average SR values (center) 
and standard deviation (right) 

measured within the 100 sub-fields. 
Color-bars indicate the 

corresponding panel scales.
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NGS K -band magnitude (left) and radial distance from the center (right) as a function of the field SR 
for all the 22 GMCAO surveys..

Mean K-band SR as a function of the galactic latitudes of the GMCAO surveys. 
Filled circles represent points with negative values of galactic latitude, while 
open circles are for positive values. 
The error bars represent 1σ value.

STATISTICS

The red points were obtained with a Monte Carlo 
simulation using a 40-layers profile atmosphere. 
The solid lines represent the best-fit, 
while the dashed one shows the lower limit for 
finding NGSs in the technical field



CONCLUSIONS

The SR averaged value is 16.8 ± 2.3, consistent with our previous work.

The SRs correlate linearly with the latitude as expected because of the availability of stars.

The best performance are obtained with stars that are relatively close to the Scientific FoV: stellar magnitudes 
of NGSs do no impact the performance, while mean off-axis position of NGSs plays a key role.

Now the performance that can be obtained with the GMCAO method has a robust statistical confirmation: 
it can be applied to the next-generation of ELTs to carry out a deep observations obtaining good data to 

process in order to shed light in the puzzle of formation and evolution of galaxies.
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